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Recent results in high-precision surface ablation, film removal, ripple formation are presented. Volume pro-
cessing via polymerization, marking, dicing, cutting, and drilling of semiconductor and dielectric materials are 
discussed. We focus on processes which can be carried out at a high throughput in the industrial environment 
or/and can deliver functionalities currently not amenable by competing technologies. Unique features of direct 
laser writing by femtosecond laser pulses are highlighted. Methodology for solutions of engineering tasks is 
presented. Namely, the laser irradiation parameters are selected on the basis of the required processing condi-
tions for the material of a workpiece. 
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1. Introduction

Humankind evolution can be presented in steps 
of material processing technologies starting from 
the use of stone, iron, bronze in pre-historic times. 
Technology evolves via active search for more ef-
ficient methods of material processing. Just the 
very definition of the efficiency underpins the 
importance of short processing time. No surprise 
that ultra-short, femtosecond (1  fs  =  10–15  s) la-
ser pulses are winning greater share in material 
processing industries. The key unique feature of 
fs-laser pulses is a possibility to deliver energy 
in a controlled manner during a sub-1  ps time 
window  –  pulse duration  –  before any material 
response and modification starts, i.  e. before the 
workpiece “knows” it is processed [1, 2]. Modi-
fications of material evolve over lengthy ps to µs 
time scales, however, the exact and unperturbed 
energy delivery is accomplished by energy deposi-

tion to an electronic sub-system of material. In this 
particular feature, there is no any other matching 
practical technology for the utmost precise and 
efficient energy delivery [3]. This is why fs-laser 
processing is an expected winner in the industrial 
application race. There is one more aspect to this 
claim. The laser emitting diodes (LEDs) which are 
used to pump the lasing solid state material are 
very efficient electricity-to-light (>90%) energy 
converters contributing to an overall competitive-
ness of laser processing. The efficiency of energy 
conversion in internal combustion engine based 
technologies with the thermodynamic limit of 
a Carnot cycle at ~37% is usually 10% lower in 
practical implementation and even fuel cells with 
practical efficiency of 60% are inferior to the elec-
tricity-to-light conversion in solid state lighting 
sources used in lasers.

All the material modifications occurring in the 
workpiece material are in fact taking place in the 
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ion/atom sub-system and is the result of the ini-
tial excitation and energy absorption/delivery by a 
sub-1 ps laser pulse. Obviously, by resorting on a 
multi-pulse excitation and known pathways of en-
ergy relaxation in the material, the expected mate-
rial modification can be controlled and guided via 
light delivery: pulse repetition rate synchronization 
with the scanning speed, polarisation, spatial and 
temporal chirp of the pulses, spatio-temporal fo-
cusing, etc.

Here, we present some illustrative examples 
where fs-laser processing is expected to find practi-
cal use on industrial scale. We also outline a strat-
egy how to decide which laser is required (average 
power, repetition rate, single pulse energy) for the 
specific fabrication outcome. We show the impor-
tance of methodology when material properties 
and required conditions at the processing location 
determine the choice of irradiation and laser para-
meters.

2. Experiment: requirements for laser

Laser processing of materials is, first of all, energy 
delivery to the irradiation location. In some of 
applications we need high energy absorption in 
the region initially transparent at the wavelength 
of exposure, or sometimes we need a high laser 
repetition to keep constant thermal and ionisa-
tion conditions on the surface or in the bulk of 
the workpiece. Typical tasks where the latter is 
required would be laser plasma deposition of 
films by thermally uniform ablation/vaporisation, 
waveguide writing inside glasses and ceramic ma-
terials, or polymerisation of 3D structures. For the 
initiation of absorption in the otherwise transpar-
ent medium it is necessary to reach the optical 
breakdown or to create conditions very close to 
it when electronic excitation is already consider-
able and provides efficient absorption due to free 
carriers.

The requirements for the laser repetition rate 
f [Hz] are determined by the focal spot diameter d, 
material thermal conductivity (linked to the tem-
perature diffusivity D [m2/s]), and the scanning 
speed v (m/s). In order to keep the constant tem-
perature at the spot of modification the cooling 
time of the focal spot, tc, should be larger than the 
duration between the adjacent fs-pulses, 1/f [s]:  
tc ≥ 1/f. The cooling time of micrometre-sized vol-

umes in the case of tightly focused laser pulses 
tc  =  d 2/D is fast. When the focal spot d  =  1  µm 
(typical of focusing when using objective lens 
with the numerical aperture NA > 0.7), in the case 
of sapphire with D = 1.26  · 10–5 m2/s [4] (this is 
close to the metal temperature diffusivity), one 
would find tc −~ 80 ns which would require a laser 
repetition rate of at least f  =  13  MHz to keep a 
small focal region at the same temperature. In the 
case of resists and glasses, temperature diffusiv-
ity is by two orders of magnitude smaller and the 
laser repetition rates f > 0.5 MHz are enough to 
keep constant the temperature protocol of poly-
merisation or waveguide writing as we demon-
strated recently for fs [5] and ps [6] direct laser 
writing.

For a versatile fs-laser which can modify ma-
terials within a wider range of thermal properties 
from metals (thermal properties are close to those 
of diamond and sapphire) to plastics and resists, 
the repetition rate f −~ 1 MHz 

 
can be deduced 

from the presented analysis. By controlling the 
overlapping of adjacent laser pulses the thermal 
conditions at the focus can be controlled within a 
wider parameter space. However, a too large pulse 
overlap is detrimental for an overall productiv-
ity which should aim at v −~ 1 m/s writing speeds. 
When a larger focal spot is required, a smaller 
repetition rate can be used according to the estab-
lished f −~ D/d2 scaling.

The pulse energy has to reach the dielectric 
breakdown which can be as high as Ith = 10 TW/
cm2/pulse in terms of irradiance in pure dielec-
trics. On a d  =  1  µm spot this requires energy 
Ep  =  16  nJ for the pulse duration of τ  =  200  fs. 
Hence, only a Pav = Ep · f −~ 16mW average power 
is required to reach the breakdown and strong ab-
sorption. For a long time a typical fs-laser oscil-
lator had the average power Pav = 1 W at 80 MHz 
which defines pulse energy Ep = 12 nJ, not reaching 
the requirements for laser machining considering 
light delivery losses [7]. A larger pulse energy was 
available from fs-laser systems with regenerative 
amplifiers, however, they were operating at an in-
efficient f = 1–10 kHz window.

The scaling of the breakdown conditions 
vs. the focal spot size predicts Pav = Ith τ  × 
D/d 2 ∝  Ith τ D; interestingly the spot size is can-
celled. This reflects the fact that a larger spot size 
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requires larger pulse energy for the breakdown, but 
cools proportionally slower. Importantly, one can 
see that the average power required to drive la-
ser breakdown is material defined: the breakdown 
fluence per pulse Ithτ and the temperature diffu-
sion D. This fact is very informative and points to 
the importance of material properties, for which 
exposure conditions should be tuned according-
ly – a strategy rarely adopted in practice. As an ex-
ample of the material based approach we recorded 
densified regions prospective for waveguiding 
inside silica and germania glasses by exploiting 
peculiarities of glass transition and natural densi-
fication via control of a heat load and quenching 
at the focal spot [8].

The scanning speed of 1 m/s at f = 1 MHz gives 
1 µm steps and allows to have a fast micro-fabri-
cation. Considering a tenfold increase above the 
dielectric breakdown as used in cutting and dic-
ing applications, the required pulse energy has to 

be Ep −~ 250 nJ. For the factored in beam delivery 
losses (factor of 2), one would arrive at Pav = 0.5 W. 
The high average power > 1  W, high repetition 
~1 MHz, and high pulse energy > 0.25 µJ fs-laser 
systems become available recently and will ma-
ture for the industrial 24/7 operation over several 
years. It is noteworthy that the presented analy-
sis can also be used to simulate conditions of ps-/
ns- or continuous cw-laser exposure for the re-
quired thermal polymerisation, melting, welding, 
etc., conditions which are governed by the ma-
terial properties. However, the highest fidelity is 
expected for the shorter laser pulses and higher 
repetition rate as we demonstrated in the case of 
3D polymerisation [6]. The results discussed here 
can find a way in practical applications only when 
using fs-lasers which can deliver ~ 10 W at 1 MHz 
as an order of magnitude guide (the results shown 
in Figs. 1, 3, 5 are obtained using such laser source, 
Pharos (Light Conversion Ltd.)).

Fig. 1. (colour online) Surface patterning of crystalline-Si solar cells by 343 nm/200 fs pulses 
for removal of Si3N4 antireflection coating. SEM images of (a) large and (b) zoomed-in re-
gions of the fs-laser processed areas; note formation of ripples on the Si surface by ablation. 
(c, d) Fingers after metallisation at different magnification. Courtesy, Altechna Ltd. and JSC 
Precizika-MET SC.
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3. Required engineering solution: beam–stage 
control

By knowing what conditions we need to create at 
the focus (e.  g. (pre-)breakdown) and maintain 
during fabrication in a particular material, there are 
further means to optimise the fabrication sequence 
in terms of throughput (multi-beams) or via intri-
cate control of light–matter interaction via polari-
sation, angular momentum of light, pulse front tilt 
(or spatial chirp) [9], compensation of aberrations 
[10], burst exposure, mixing of colours, temporal 
chirp [11], spatio-temporal control, etc.

The selection of laser pulses at ~ MHz rates, 
omission of the first pulse and synchronization 
with coarse (air-bearing) and precise (piezo) stages 
operating at larger velocities and acceleration–de-
celeration cycles is a very demanding task. By addi-
tion of space light modulators (SLMs) and scanning 
galvano-mirrors (GMs) further versatility in fabri-
cation can be explored. Namely, by multiplexing 
SLM multi-beam exposure with GM scanning the 
processing speeds can be augmented to 1–5  m/s. 
Also, spatio-temporal focusing and aberration 
compensation can be implemented. Pulse shaping 
using a pulse envelope control [9] can be tailored 
for the expected outcome via genetic algorithm 
optimisation when the parameter space for optimi-
sation is large. All these trends are clearly discern-
able in the latest implementations of ultra-fast laser 
processing [12]. Also, the use of “non-diffracting” 
Gauss-Bessel beams in laser cutting and drilling is 
an emerging trend [13–15].

The added feedback tools such as an in  situ 
monitoring, sample positioning, autofocus to keep 
constant height of the workpiece, and spectral char-
acterisation all together makes a necessary set for 
the development of future fabrication set-ups. The 
very key elements are the sample positioning/han-
dling and beam pattern generations for 3D fabrica-
tion. One cannot underestimate the importance of 
user friendly and intuitive graphical user interface 
and simple programming tools for data import and 
interfacing with popular drawing and CAD soft-
ware. So far, this part of the set-up is usually left 
for the end user (typically a university lab) develop-
ment. The strategy has to be abolished for the prac-
tical pilot-line applications. The results shown in 
Figs. 1, 3, 5 are obtained using a proprietary Altech-
na’s software SCA for the control of laser radiation 

and workpiece movement. The control software is 
designed to have the described architecture, func-
tionality, and versatility. It can be considered a re-
alization of a sub-wavelength resolution 3D printer 
for polymerisation, also a drilling, cutting, dicing, 
and surface texturing tool.

4. Nano-/micro-fabrication of surface and bulk

4.1. Larger surface area tasks: solar cells

The most demanding laser-structuring applications 
are in the field of high-efficiency silicon solar cells. 
Apart from edge-isolation, dicing, and marking, 
the fs-laser removal of antireflection coatings for 
the fingers and bus bars is one of the most chal-
lenging tasks. The direct laser writing could reduce 
significantly the number of screen-printing and 
wet processing steps, however the currently used 
ns and ps-lasers cause damage to the functional 
surface of solar cells.

Figure 1 shows an example the fs-laser direct 
write approach used to open surface regions for 
a wet chemical-bath metallisation. For this pur-
pose, the third harmonics at the central wave-
length 343  nm (the fundamental pulses are at 
1030 nm/280 fs) was used for a well controlled ab-
lation of the surface area. Short wavelength pulses 
are absorbed only in pre-surface regions and mostly 
vaporise the anti-reflection/passivation Si3N4 layer 
without apparent debris. It is noteworthy, ultra-
short laser pulses make an efficient ~70% nonlinear 
upconversion. The overall efficiency of the two-step 
upconversion from the fundamental to the second, 
and finally third harmonics was ~30% (2  W out 
of 6 W at 1030 nm using a Pharos laser). The sur-
face speed of the writing beam was 1 m/s and this 
makes even an overall multi-scan fabrication se-
quence required for the bus bars time efficient. It is 
noteworthy that the formation of ripples on the ab-
lated surface of a solar cell (discussed in more detail 
in the next Sec. 4.2) is promising for the enhanced 
mechanical stability of bus bars and fingers which 
have a considerable cross section required for large 
current density.

4.2. Ripples: the surface and bulk phenomenon

The ripples formed by fs-laser pulses via surface ab-
lation on semi-transparent materials have a period 
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Λ = (λ0/n)/2 defined by the light wavelength in the 
sub-surface regions of the refractive index n for the 
normal incidence [16]. Surface melting, capillary 
waves, nonlinear absorption can slightly modify 
the periodicity and morphology of the ripples. The 
surfaces of Al2O3 and SiC substrates textured by rip-
ples provide good light extraction surfaces in GaN-
based blue and white LEDs since a ripple period 
smaller than the blue 400 nm light can be formed 
on the surface of high refractive index materials 
n = 1.7, 2.6 for sapphire and SiC, respectively, by 
fs-lasers at popular 800 and 1030 nm wavelengths.

The ripple pre-textured substrates can be used 
for the growth of light emitting multi-quantum 
wells and can serve as a buffer layer for the relaxa-
tion of the lattice mismatch. The fabrication of deep 
grooves on the sapphire substrate before the LED 
growth can solve a cutting and dicing step in the 
final LED production as we demonstrated recently 
[17]. The annealing of laser textured regions at the 
typical temperatures of LED growth was found to 
remove surface and bulk vacancy-interstitial de-
fects caused by fs-laser pulses [17].

4.3. Surface: ripples for flow control

Surface ripples can be formed on non-transparent 
materials. In this case, depending on the angle of 
incidence α and polarisation, two different perio-

dicity structures can be formed. The accepted ex-
planation for their formation is based on the inter-
ference of incident and surface scattered light [18]. 
The normal ripples have a period Λ −~ λ0 cosα and 
run perpendicularly to the polarization, while the 
anomalous ripples can have smaller periodicity Λ −~ 
λ0 / n; however, they are usually less pronounced as 
they have smaller scattering efficiency [19]. Such 
ripple patterns are observed on metals and semi-
conductors when absorption is strong [20].

Ripples fabricated by 800 nm/150 fs laser pulses 
on Si substrate can be used to control surface wet-
tability (Fig.  2). Surface tension and nano-/micro-
structure defines the contact angle and wetting of 
the surface. Rippled tracks on Si can be used as hy-
drophilic surface channels for micro-fluidic applica-
tions, where the speed of the water flow is controlled 
by the ripple direction. Ripples which are parallel 
to the channel drag water more than 5 times faster 
as compared to the ones aligned perpendicularly 
(Fig. 2). The control of wetting by surface texture on 
ablated surfaces and the influence of surface debris 
are revealed in a recent publication [21] and explains 
the superwicking effect observed earlier [22].

Another possible application of the directional 
water flow and control of wetting properties is in 
the fields of assembly and automatic alignment [23], 
where small parts and chips (~1 mm in cross sec-
tion) should be handled at production line velocity. 

Fig. 2. (colour online) Optical microscope images of a rippled surface channel (10 × 0.5 mm2) 
fabricated on Si using 800 nm/150 fs pulses: ripples aligned (a) perpendicular and (b) paral-
lel to the channel. Inset shows a SEM image of the ripples. Laser polarisation is indicated by 
an arrow and is perpendicular to ripple direction. A moving water droplet (volume 1 µl) is 
captured in the images, arrows indicate water drag direction. For parallel ripples, water speed 
is around 5 times higher.
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Conventional mechanical tools are too inflexible 
and slow. When two small parts/chips have to be 
aligned onto each other, this can be accomplished 
by using surface pre-patterning by ripples and a 
water droplet. A micro-droplet is administered 
on the ripple textured region of the first chip and 
will “capture” the second chip on-the-fly. By pre-
patterning ripples on the two chips, the spreading 
of a water droplet can be controlled with the ripple 
pattern. Hence, the movement of a droplet and its 
directionality will impose momentum and orienta-
tional torque, which provide an alignment of two 
chips. Such tools of micro-chip handling are envis-
aged in future factories.

For the ripple formation on the surface (with-
out fabrication of grooves and removal of a large 
amount of materials) the laser fluence is set around 
the threshold of material ablation (0.1–0.3  J/cm2/
pulse), which is much lower than that used for a 
strong ablation and groove formation. Also, by 
using high a repetition rate and laser scanning, rip-
ple patterning can be performed rather quickly on 
larger areas.

4.4. Bulk: fibre drilling for sensing

The tightly focused femtosecond laser pulses can 
be used for precise hole drilling and chamber for-
mation in the optical fibre. Fig. 3(a) shows a top, 

side, and bottom view of holes drilled through 
the single-mode 125-µm-thick fibre. Three dif-
ferent size holes are shown her from left to right: 
there are 3 holes of 13 µm, 5 holes of 20 µm, and 
3 holes of 30 µm in diameter. The drilling process 
is reproducible as can be judged from comparison 
of the same diameter holes. This fabrication task is 
challenging due to optical refraction, focusing and 
scattering effects occurring and constantly chang-
ing during the drilling process. Circular and square 
holes can be formed with surface roughness below 
0.3 µm and tapper angle below 1°. Through-holes 
comparable with a typical cell size of 10 µm can be 
formed in a 125-µm-thick fibre.

We demonstrate that such fibres can be used 
for refractive index measurement with accuracy 
below 10–3  RIU (refractive index unit) in a wide 
range between 1.3–1.6 RIU. To show the principle 
of such system operation we used a single-mode 
fibre of 8 µm core radius with a 20 µm diameter 
hole drilled through the centre, which was filled 
with different refractive index nf liquids. Light is 
coupled from the LED to the fibre at one end, trav-
els through the hole and is collected by the de-
tector at the other end (Fig. 3(b)). Light transmis-
sion depends on the refractive index mismatch 
between the fibre core and liquid or gas filling the 
hole, and also absorption coefficient of the liquid 
or gas (Fig. 3(c)). Transmission dependence on a 

Fig. 3. (colour online) (a) Optical microscope images of different diameter holes drilled 
through the single mode fibre, core diameter 8 µm, cladding 125 µm. (b) Set-up for a 
refractive index change measurement, where white light was coupled into the fibre and 
transmitted light captured with a detector. (c) Transmission dependence on the refrac-
tive index of liquid filling the fibre hole. Square symbols represent experimental values, 
black line is a linear fit to experimental data, blue line shows theoretical transmission 
given by Fresnel formulas, and red line shows Fabry-Perot transmission.
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refractive index predicted by Fresnel coefficients is 
much smaller as compared to the experimental re-
sults. This suggests that besides reflection depend-
ence, the scattering from the walls of the hole and 
coupling from one fibre end to another also de-
pends on the refractive index mismatch between 
fibre core and filling liquid.

Importantly, having optically flat side walls of 
the fibre hole would increase the Fabry-Perot res-
onance effect. However, here we show that with-
out additional antireflection coatings the smallest 
measurable refractive index change would be re-
duced (sensitivity would be increased) only out-
side nf  =  1.3–1.6 range (see Fig.  4(a)). For a gas 
sensing, refractive indexes around 1 RIU are the 
most important. Here, the sensitivity of refrac-
tive index change due to Fabry-Perot resonance 
could reach 10–4 RIU. However, unambiguous de-
tection could only be performed in a very narrow 
range of refractive index values, e. g. ~0.003 RIU 
at nf ~ 1 RIU (see Fig. 4(b)). To increase sensitiv-
ity, dielectric coatings on the hole walls should be 
used, which would highly improve the finesse of 
the Fabry-Perot cavity.

The advantage of this technique is that an a 
expensive LED light source for illumination and 
photo diode for signal collection can be used 
without need of complicated and expensive devic-
es such as a spectrometer. The main application 
for fibres with drilled holes is expected to be in the 
area of gas and liquid sensing. Compact systems 

can be built integrating such fibre into microflu-
idic channels [21]. More advanced sensing tech-
niques like surface enhanced Raman scattering 
(SERS) or surface enhanced fluorescence (SEF) 
could be considered after coating the walls of the 
hole by gold or silver. We have recently showed 
that laser fabricated ripples can give more than 
10 times better SERS signals compared with com-
mercial SERS substrates [24].

4.5. Bulk: micro-optics and markings

Direct 3D laser writing inside transparent mate-
rials can have applications ranging from mark-
ings against counterfeiting to decorative patterns, 
micro-optical elements. Figure  5 shows optical 
gratings recorded inside sapphire at approximately 
100 µm depth using 1030  nm/280  fs laser pulses. 
The absorption band at 207 nm corresponds to the 
F0 colour centre [17], an oxygen vacancy trapping 
two electrons, with emission at 420 nm. On the sur-
face, the F+ centre was found due to electron emis-
sion during ablation [17]. Annealing at ~1000  °C 
activates oxygen diffusion inside sapphire [17] and 
the F0 centres can be removed (as the F+ centres 
were on the surface [17]). Even with the colour cen-
tres present, the recorded gratings are functional at 
the wavelengths longer than 210 nm. The fabrica-
tion of deep-UV optical elements is usually a de-
manding task, which can be simplified by fs-laser 
writing.

Fig. 4. (colour online) Sensitivity of the device. (a) Smallest refractive index change de-
pendence on the refractive index of liquid or gas filling the fibre hole. Black (lower solid) 
line is calculated based on linear fit to experimental data, red (wiggly) and blue (upper 
solid) show theoretical curves predicted by Fabry-Perot and Fresnel formulas, respec-
tively. (b) Zoomed-in part of the spectra for Fabry-Perot case.
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Fig. 6. (colour online) SEM images of the horizontal circular spiral photonic crystal struc-
ture [25] in SU-8 resist polymerised by direct write using 800 nm/150 fs pulses: (a) top 
slanted, (b) front, and (c) top views (note that the images are not made on the same struc-
ture). The voxel – volume element – size is schematically marked for the used focusing 
with an objective lens of numerical aperture NA = 1.35; arrow in (a) and (c) runs along the 
direction of spiral writing. Courtesy, Dr. K.K. Seet.

Fig. 5. (colour online) (a) Reflection photo image of line grating markings recorded inside 
a crystalline sapphire with pulse energy Ep = 20 nJ, varying in-line pulse densities (6000–
10000 mm–1), grating line densities (250 and 500 mm–1) and line orientations; the area of 
a single grating is ~1 × 1 mm2. (b) Transmission spectra of the volumetric point grids at 
pulse energy Ep = 4µJ and different in-line pulse densities: (1) 1000 mm–1, (2) 500 mm–1, 
(3) 250 mm–1, (4) 125 mm–1, (5) 62.5 mm–1. Writing pulse duration 280 fs and wavelength 
1030 nm were used in both cases. Courtesy, Altechna Ltd.

It is noteworthy that material modifications with 
high peak intensity tightly focussed femtosecond 
laser pulses have opened new ways of creation of 

meta stable phases of exotic materials with a high 
sub-wavelength spatial resolution that can be pat-
terned. Amorphous and high-pressure phases of 
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sapphire can be formed inside the crystalline phase 
[26–28] and nano-crystallites can be formed by 
ionic separation and thermal quenching [26, 29, 
30]. Structural modifications at the irradiated loca-
tions can be used to record patterns of birefringence 
[4], control heat transport [31], and alter optically 
linear and nonlinear properties as demonstrated in 
lithium niobate [32–34].

4.6. Bulk: 3D polymerisation

Figure 6 shows an example of direct laser polymeri-
sation of a photonic crystal. Such structures have dif-
ferent spectral transmission/reflection for the left- 
and right-hand circularly polarised light. Moreover, 
an asymmetry of the focal spot size in axial (verti-
cal in (b)) and lateral (horizontal in (b)) directions 
introduces additional form birefringence. There are 
no other means to freely fabricate such structures 
other than direct laser write. 3D laser polymerisa-
tion with 200–250 nm resolution is a routine task 
achievable without super-critical point drying and 
can be used for photonic applications [35–40]. Res-
olution down to 20 nm (corresponding to λ/40) in 
3D on single structures is available since 2005 [41]. 
Polymerised 3D templates can be used for chemical 
inversion into glass and semiconductor hosts or as 
micro-mechanical scaffolds [42, 40].

It has been demonstrated that direct laser curing 
of polymers is an efficient method to fabricate such 
3D structures [43] and it does not rely on resonant 
two-photon absorption [5, 6, 44]. Thermal curing 
of photo-polymers benefits from the high repeti-
tion rate and has been used to fabricate complex 
micro-optical elements: fibre-tip micro-lenses, 
micro-optical vortex generators [45], hybrid (dif-
fractive–refractive) micro-optics [46], and light 
collimators [47]. Complex 3D structures can be 
polymerised and used in micro-fluid channels [48].

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated unique features of fs-laser process-
ing where competing technologies cannot deliver 
comparable quality, namely well-controlled remov-
al of films of tens-of-nm thickness with minimum 
damage to solar cell surface. Drilling through-holes 
in the most demanding landscapes (fibres) with a 
few micrometer scale precision and high fidelity of 
surface control can be achieved by high-precision 

control of laser radiation and sample movement. 
The formation of ripples inside transparent materi-
als, on their surfaces, and on the absorbing surfaces 
of metals and semiconductors is expected to find 
new applications in micro-fluidics, self-assembly of 
micro-chips, tribology, and sensing.

Free space 3D laser writing of photonic crystal 
structures of arbitrary patterns and micro-optical 
elements with high resolution is already an estab-
lished technology and demonstrates versatility of 
a 3D printer with sub-wavelength resolution. All 
these demonstrations can make transition from the 
in-the-lab achievement to the pilot line production 
in coming years due to fast progress in availability 
of affordable and reliable ultra-fast femtosecond 
high pulse energy and high average power lasers.
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Santrauka

Pristatomi didelio tikslumo paviršiaus abliacijos, 
paviršinių sluoksnių pašalinimo ir raibulių formavimo 
rezultatai. Aptariamas tūrinis puslaidininkinių ir dielek-
trinių medžiagų apdirbimas polimerizacijos, ženklini-
mo, pjovimo ir gręžimo būdais.

Nagrinėti procesai, tinkami didelio našumo pramo-
ninėms užduotims atlikti ir suteikti naujų savybių, kurių 

neįmanoma įgyvendinti kitomis šiuolaikinėmis konku-
ruojančiomis technologijomis. Aptariamos unikalios 
tiesioginio lazerinio fabrikavimo femtosekundiniais 
lazerio impulsais savybės. Pateikiamos inžinerinių už-
davinių sprendimų metodikos. Lazerinės spinduliuotės 
parametrai yra parenkami atsižvelgiant į apdorojimo są-
lygas, reikalingas konkrečiai medžiagai ar gaminiui.


